China, Russia vow to boost cooperation

By CAO JIDISHENG

President Xi Jinping met on Monday with Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin at the invitation of Premier Li Keqiang. The two leaders attended a meeting with representatives of various fields.

The meeting took place in the Great Hall of the People.

President Xi said China and Russia are committed to further expanding their strategic partnership of coordination.

President Xi said, "China and Russia are committed to further expanding their strategic partnership of coordination. China and Russia are committed to further expanding their strategic partnership of coordination."

Beijing, Moscow, Sept. 16, 2023 (Xinhua) -- President Xi Jinping met with Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, Sept. 16, 2023. Xi said China and Russia are committed to further expanding their strategic partnership of coordination.
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New envoy set to enhance exchanges

By ZHANG ZHONGCHENG
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Illegitimate aims will be submitted for Sino-US relations

By ZHANG ZHONGCHENG
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In contrast with moves by the US, China’s tech companies are setting their sights on overseas expansion opportunities, hoping to be in a position to benefit from China’s economic growth in overseas markets as well. China’s tech companies have shown their confidence and tolerance.

The latest move by China’s tech companies to import new video games shows that the country is adhering to the reform and opening-up policies, which are also part of ongoing efforts to deepen reforms and opening up.

As long as the contents of games are appropriate and they are open-minded, China is always open-minded about welcoming foreign companies to develop their own culture and entertainment industries.

With such a huge market, China’s entertainment market has also grown. With the current overseas market rebounding and showing promising growth, the Chinese enterprises that have benefited from the overseas market will also benefit from their Chinese enterprises by increasing the number of enterprises and development opportunities in China. The China National Information Industry Association announced on January 10 that China’s entertainment market rebounded and showed promising growth in 2021.

The report said that China’s entertainment market rebounded and showed promising growth in 2021. The report also noted that the number of foreign publishers in China in 2021 reached 2,546, an increase of 3.6% compared to 2020. This marks the third consecutive year of growth.

In the first quarter of 2022, the revenue of the top 15 mobile publishing companies increased by 23% compared to the same period last year, while the total number of downloads decreased by 3.6% compared to the same period last year. In the first quarter of 2022, the revenue of the top 15 mobile publishing companies increased by 23% compared to the same period last year, while the total number of downloads decreased by 3.6% compared to the same period last year. In the first quarter of 2022, the revenue of the top 15 mobile publishing companies increased by 23% compared to the same period last year.

According to the National Bureau of Statistics of China, the total revenue of China’s entertainment market in the first quarter of 2022 reached 92.7 billion, an increase of 15.4% year-over-year.

Meanwhile, China’s entertainment market has also grown. With the current overseas market rebounding and showing promising growth, the Chinese enterprises that have benefited from the overseas market will also benefit from their Chinese enterprises by increasing the number of enterprises.
DeSantis-Trump battle is on

On Twitter, Florida governor announces bid for 2024 Republican presidential nomination

On Wednesday, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis formally announced his candidacy for the 2024 Republican presidential nomination, indicating that he will run as a ‘true conservative’ and denouncing what he calls ‘the radicalism’ of Joe Biden.

In a video address released on Twitter, DeSantis said he had been ‘pushed’ into running by recent events, including the January 6 Capitol riot and the ongoing investigation into the origins of COVID-19.

‘Let’s bring America back to where America used to be,’ DeSantis said.

DeSantis’ campaign will be the latest in a series of high-profile Republican candidates to enter the 2024 presidential race. Former Mass. Governor Deval Patrick has also announced his intentions.

DeSantis is expected to face stiff competition from other potential candidates, including former Vice President Mike Pence and former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.

The race is likely to be shaped by the issues of inflation, immigration, and the role of government in the economy.

No place to call home

A Bay Area chef with a love for the outdoors and ocean views recently moved to China, but he is finding it difficult to adjust to the new environment.

Delmas, a chef who has worked in several countries, moved to China in search of a new challenge. However, he is finding it hard to adjust to the new culture and customs.

He said, “I love the food and the people, but the culture is very different. The pace of life is much slower, and I find it hard to keep up with the local customs.”

The chef added, “I’ve been here for a few months now, and I’m still struggling to adapt. I’m missing the familiar flavors of home, and I find it hard to make new friends.”

Despite the challenges, Delmas is determined to make the most of his time in China and continue pursuing his passion for cooking.”

Ties: Ambassador’s essential seen as important asset

Agencies contributed to this story.

Phases: Nations need to cooperate to cope with threats

From page 5

Germany had already suspended Britain’s application for the EU’s Schengen zone. However, China’s suspension of the EU zone has been more significant, as it affects not only the flow of people but also the movement of goods.

The suspension has been met with criticism from some EU member states, who have called for the measures to be lifted. However, China has argued that the suspension is necessary to protect the health and safety of its citizens.

From page 9

Observers noted that Xi has been in the Chinese twin role since 2013, when he assumed the role of the leader of the People’s Republic of China. He has since been re-elected to the position, and his policies have been widely praised.

The recent visit to the US is seen as a key moment in the evolution of China’s role in the world. It comes amid growing tensions with the US over trade, technology, and human rights.

From page 10

According to the regional government, the growth rate of Tibet’s economy increased from 15.7% in 2012 to 16.6% in 2013. This was largely due to the increase in the output of the tertiary sector, which includes tourism, transportation, and wholesale and retail trade.

The increase in the tertiary sector was driven by a rise in the number of tourists visiting the region. The tourism industry has been a key driver of economic growth in Tibet, as it provides employment opportunities and generates income for local communities.
China

Asian locales on rise as overseas study options

Survey attributes changes to students favoring more friendly destinations

By FENG NING

A growing number of students from China, and parents choosing to study in Japan, in places where they can enjoy familiar environments with similar cultures to relatively isolated China, while at the same time the United States, though still the most favored destination, saw a significant decline in applications, according to a recent report.

Kong Kong, Japan and Singapore have become popular destinations among Chinese students pursuing their studies outside of their own country.

For students pursuing undergraduate or graduate studies overseas, both Japan and Singapore were tied as the fourth most popular destinations this year, favored by 25 percent of surveyed students, up from 19 percent in 2019. In total, 10 percent of students chose Hong Kong, and 9 percent Singapore as their overseas destinations.

The US, the United Kingdom and Canada claimed the top three spots.

While the US remains the most favored country for undergraduate studies in the US, Austria for undergraduate studies in Canada, and France for undergraduate studies in France, the rise of new destinations, such as Singapore, has led to new shifts in learners’ preferences.

The percentage of students going to the US remains the highest, but it has remained relatively unchanged over the past three years.

For students pursuing postgraduate or graduate studies, choosing to study in the US, the UK or Japan remained relatively lower.

Of all students going to the US for postgraduate or graduate studies, spending more than 20 percent from 2019 to 2022, while students who planned to enroll in the UK increased from 12 to 14 percent, and Singapore from 9 to 15 percent.

The US continues to be the most popular overseas study destination for postgraduates in 2022, surpassing

Sino-German cooperation promoted

By XU CHENQIAO

Scholars, businesses and officials from Germany and China have promoted the idea of establishing a China-Germany Science谷.

“Creating a new home for Sino-German joint cooperation—innovative research for sustainable development,” the theme of the Sino-German Science Week, was held last month. More than 200 participants from the two countries discussed key issues related to broad areas of Sino-German cooperation, such as sustainable development, renewable energy and new materials.

It was attended by more than 200 guests from Germany and China, who discussed the challenges and opportunities of creating a new home for Sino-German joint cooperation, the importance of sustainable development, and how to promote sustainable development.

China and Germany have a lot of similarities in terms of culture, society, education, and health, said Li Qingliang, director of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.

The Sino-German Science Forum was held in Beijing in 2015, and the second one in 2020.

Method to treat keloid disease developed

Investment, innovative policies benefiting startups in China

Futuristic lines

CHINA

Garbage sorting practices to be further intensified

By XU CHENQIAO

China has recently been intensively nationwide initiatives to promote trash sorting practices, aiming to enhance civil hygiene and improve the environment-friendly lifestyle among citizens.

Speaking at a national-level conference held on Tuesday, Ni Ming, minister of housing and urban-rural development, emphasized the need for comprehensive grassroots efforts to guide people to form proper sorting practices and understanding of trash sorting.

Ni highlighted the active role that the grassroots level can play in trash sorting activities, the organization of community events, and the integration of trash sorting practices into school curriculums to inspire younger generations.

“Those collective efforts have significantly increased the public interest and concern regarding trash sorting, showing increasing support and awareness of the need to sort trash properly,” he said.

For the year this is our second in the World Bank’s financial data, which is the percentage of what they are doing. They are doing a lot of the things that they are doing, and are doing them in a very good way. That’s the way they are doing it. They are doing that very well. And we are going to do even better as we go through the coming years. The grad for this year is our second in the World Bank’s financial data, which is the percentage of what they are doing. They are doing a lot of the things that they are doing, and are doing them in a very good way. That’s the way they are doing it. They are doing that very well. And we are going to do even better as we go through the coming years.

In Beijing, trash-sorting management has been linked with the city’s property management strategies and standards of social marketing, as well as the social marketing policy.

The Beijing Commission of Urban and Rural Construction has encouraged more than 500 communities across various sectors, including schools, hospitals, supermarkets, e-commerce platforms and the like.

Qingdao, which initiated city-wide trash-sorting events in 2017, has adopted big data technologies for trash-sorting management.

Officials stressed the importance of promoting good trash-sorting practices with legal support and reinforced the importance of utilizing technologies in future endeavors.
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Measures call for promoting green vehicles, charging infrastructure

By Xu Wei

The latest policy measures to bolster the development of electric vehicles and charging facilities are expected to buoy the morale of automakers’ confidence, with officials significantly highlighting the immense potential and even necessity for the growth of the sector.

The measures were unveiled at an executive meeting of the State Council, China’s Cabinet, and outlined in a policy document issued by the National Development and Reform Commission and the National Energy Administration. Key steps include strengthening the final number of public charging facilities and providing greater support to operators of the stations.

There were about 15 million NEV owners in China by the end of last year, more than half of the global total. China has also developed the world’s largest and most wide-ranging NEV charging network, with 30 million facilities already built, amounting to the NEVs.

Meng Wei, a spokesperson for the commission, said a series of measures will be taken to promote the building, operation and maintenance of charging infrastructure in rural areas.

So we sought to solve the problem through new measures to promote the building, operation and maintenance of charging infrastructure in rural areas, she said.

According to Meng, private officials showed that in 2021, rural sales of NEVs went up 269 percent from 2020, and in 2022, sales increased 215 percent year-on-year.

Moreover, Meng pointed out that the NEV market in rural areas is still nascent, with relatively few owners, a lack of charging networks and sales services, constraining the growth of the sector.

Government support

According to the latest policy document, the central government will use new policies to boost sales and promote the charging of charging stations at schools, charging facilities at hospitals, and charging facilities at bus terminals.

It also sets out goals to build 1 million charging piles in government buildings, public institutions, commercial offices, and 50,000 charging piles in industrial parks, 10,000 for rural areas, and 100,000 for villages.

The government will encourage NEV manufacturers to further develop their service networks and support vocational schools in efforts to offer maintenance training for NEVs in rural areas, the document said.

Cui Dongha, secretary-general of the China Passenger Car Association, said there is still immense potential to promote NEVs in the rural market.

It is a huge market and represents a major opportunity for automakers. It will also enhance China’s consumption structure and lead to more sustainable consumer spending, he said.

Cui highlighted the need to promote the development of home chargers for NEVs as a critical step to the development of the public charging service sector.

With the majority of vehicles in rural areas currently powered by fossil fuels, the shift to NEVs will significantly contribute to a natural green transition goal, he said.

To boost sales of NEVs in rural areas, the government will be encouraged to diversify the supply of their products, and develop cleaner vehicles.

Businesses will be offered incentives to promote NEVs in rural areas, and the government will ensure that, in line with the relevant policies, schools and hospitals in counties and townships will be able to use and operate NEVs.

The area of NEVs for public transportation, home entertainment, agriculture and logistics will also be promoted.

The government will roll out multifaceted policies to ensure rural consumers, including housing coupons and offering incentives to rural residents to replace their access with NEVs, according to the document.

The government shall also ensure that financial institutions offer proper loan mixes and payment terms for purchases of NEVs.

NEV makers hopeful

Yang Weidong, a director of the National People’s Congress and founder of the Cadillac Group, which manufactures JDQ for commercial use (including government projects), said the policy measures will be a major boost to the growth of the NEV market.

The cost of using NEVs to transport goods is significantly lower than that of gasoline-powered cars, and believes that such vehicles will switch to our vehicles in the future.

As China advances its rural revitalization program, the potential of consumer spending in the rural market will be further unleashed, she added.

To tap into the rural market, Yang said his company will take advantage of the online platforms to offer rural buyers greater support in terms of financing and after-sales services.

Further, Anmo, a provider of electric vehicles, said the latest policy measures will help to significantly improve the NEV market.

The company will develop new vehicles tailored to the needs of rural residents, it added.

Policy review

Policy aims to rev up rural NEV sales

So we sought to solve the problem through new measures to promote the building, operation and maintenance of charging infrastructure in rural areas.

Meng Wei, spokesperson for the National Development and Reform Commission.

The National Healthcare Security Administration has taken a series of measures to combat medical fraud over the past few years. In a recent meeting held by the State Council Information Office on March 30, the administration’s head, Zhu Jing, emphasized that, in addition to maintaining the integrity of the medical insurance system, the administration has always been a top priority for the government.

Since the administration has carried out over 100 million inspections of medical institutions, it said.

Providing medical services in rural areas, particularly in remote regions, requires a comprehensive understanding of the medical needs of the rural population, the administration’s official said. For example, for patients suffering from tuberculosis, the administration has worked to ensure that patients have access to the necessary medications and antibiotics.

In addition, the administration has taken a multi-pronged approach to improve the administration’s effectiveness, including the provision of comprehensive medical services and the establishment of a comprehensive health insurance system.

According to the administration’s official, the government has made significant progress in improving rural health care, particularly in remote regions, where access to medical services has historically been limited. The government has implemented a variety of measures to improve the quality and accessibility of health care services in rural areas, including the provision of comprehensive medical care and the establishment of a comprehensive health insurance system.

This has made it possible to improve the quality of medical services in rural areas and meet the needs of the rural population, the official said.
US aircraft carrier docks in Russia

By Oleg Korobkov

The US aircraft carrier Nimitz has docked in Russia for a port call amid tensions between the US and Russia over the situation in Ukraine.

The carrier, which is the largest in the US Navy, is scheduled to remain in Russia for several days before continuing its journey.

However, the visit has been met with criticism from some US lawmakers and experts, who argue that it could escalate tensions in the region.

In a statement, the US Navy said the visit was part of a scheduled deployment of the carrier strike group.

"This visit is designed to demonstrate our commitment to the security and stability of the region," the statement said.

US officials have also emphasized the importance of maintaining a strong presence in the region to deter aggression and uphold the rules-based international order.

The Nimitz is one of three US aircraft carriers currently deployed in the region, with the others being the Harry S. Truman and the Carl Vinson.

China supports WHO's work in health response

By China Daily

China will continue to support the WHO's work in health response and emergency preparedness and response, said a Chinese delegate to the 76th World Health Assembly in Geneva.

Representative from WHO member states gathered on Tuesday to discuss how to build up stronger health systems, emergency preparedness, response, and resiliency, and how to support the global health emergency system.

At the second committee of the assembly, the Chinese delegation welcomed China contributed to the improvement and effectiveness of WHO system and China is committed to further strengthen the global health emergency system.

China suggested some countries should increase their investment in the public health sector, and China is ready to provide emergency and public health emergency assistance in a timely manner.

China also proposed the convening of a conference to discuss how to provide emergency support to the WHO and several countries.

Chinese team members represented China to the emergency response task force of the WHO and the Chinese team has been working closely with the WHO and other countries.

The Chinese team members have shared their experience and knowledge on emergency response and public health preparedness.

The Chinese delegation has also called for more cooperation and coordination among countries to build a more resilient and sustainable global health emergency system.

The global pandemic response is considered to be one of the core issues in strengthening WHO architecture, according to a WHO profile issued by the organization.

WHO is an independent meeting of the assembly.

China's contributions to the global community, including its role in helping the UN and other international organizations in the pandemic response, have been widely recognized.

China has contributed more than $15 billion to the global response and has shared its experience and knowledge with other countries.

China has also provided technical assistance and equipment to other countries, and has sent medical teams to help them.

China's role has been widely appreciated by the international community and has been praised for its efforts to contain the pandemic and promote global health security.

The global pandemic response has been a challenging task, but China has demonstrated its commitment to global cooperation and has shown leadership in the pandemic response.

China's role has been widely recognized and appreciated by the international community.

The Chinese delegation has expressed its appreciation for the support and cooperation of the international community and has called for continued efforts to strengthen the global health emergency system.
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Leaders express confidence in elevation of China-Egypt relations

By NTOUINE
moutinouine@lafafrica.com

Chinese President Xi Jinping has viewed meetings between Chinese President Xi Jinping and the Egyptian President on Monday as "very important and successful," stressing the need to strengthen cooperation and communication between the two countries. The meeting comes amid China's efforts to further strengthen its strategic partnership with Egypt to a new level. The meeting is expected to re-exchange comments on the situation in Africa and the Middle East, as well as on the issues of mutual interest between the two countries.

"The Chinese president believed that the meeting was a successful and important one, as it allowed the two leaders to exchange views on the situation in Africa and the Middle East, as well as on issues of mutual interest," a Chinese foreign ministry official said.

The meeting also aimed to strengthen cooperation and coordination between the two countries in various fields, including economy, trade, investment, and culture. The Chinese leader expressed his hope that the two countries would continue to strengthen their comprehensive strategic partnership and expand cooperation in various fields.

"We hope that the two countries will continue to strengthen their comprehensive strategic partnership and expand cooperation in various fields," the Chinese official added.

In his remarks, Xi Jinping noted that China and Egypt share a number of common concerns and interests in various fields, and that the Chinese and Egyptian leaders have always attached great importance to the development of their bilateral relations.

"The Chinese and Egyptian leaders have always attached great importance to the development of their bilateral relations," Xi Jinping said.

"We will continue to strengthen our cooperation and coordination in various fields, and work together to achieve mutual benefits and win-win outcomes," he added.
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"We will continue to strengthen our cooperation and coordination in various fields, and work together to achieve mutual benefits and win-win outcomes," he added.

The meeting also aimed to strengthen cooperation and coordination between the two countries in various fields, including economy, trade, investment, and culture. The Chinese leader expressed his hope that the two countries would continue to strengthen their comprehensive strategic partnership and expand cooperation in various fields.

"We hope that the two countries will continue to strengthen their comprehensive strategic partnership and expand cooperation in various fields," the Chinese official added.

In his remarks, Xi Jinping noted that China and Egypt share a number of common concerns and interests in various fields, and that the Chinese and Egyptian leaders have always attached great importance to the development of their bilateral relations.

"The Chinese and Egyptian leaders have always attached great importance to the development of their bilateral relations," Xi Jinping said.

"We will continue to strengthen our cooperation and coordination in various fields, and work together to achieve mutual benefits and win-win outcomes," he added.

The meeting also aimed to strengthen cooperation and coordination between the two countries in various fields, including economy, trade, investment, and culture. The Chinese leader expressed his hope that the two countries would continue to strengthen their comprehensive strategic partner
Wuxi, China—A long history and vast cultural heritage have inspired the building of an ongoing project in the city: the art of ancient cultural relic restoration.

Dedicated craftsmen and women battle against time itself, breathing new life into China's precious ancient artifacts, report Wang Ruihao, Zou Hong and Shi Xuehong.

Left: A woman works on a pair of ancient shoes that were found in the 3rd-century tomb of the Marquis of Haihui, located in the city of Xi'an, Shaanxi province. (Photo: Zhang Jianjun, Xinhua News Agency)

Right: Two young women examine a pair of ancient boots that were found in the 4th-century tomb of the Duke of Chwalibo, located in the city of Xi'an, Shaanxi province. (Photo: Chen Hua, Xinhua News Agency)

In Wuxi, the city's conservation and protection bureau has a team of skilled craftsmen who are tasked with the restoration of cultural relics. The team includes traditional craftsmen, historians, conservators, and other experts who work together to preserve and display the city's cultural heritage.

One of the team's most famous achievements is the restoration of a pair of ancient shoes found in a 3rd-century tomb in the city of Xi'an. The shoes were made of silk and were originally intended for use by a royal family member. The conservators used modern technology to reconstruct the shoes and bring them back to life.

Another notable project was the restoration of a pair of ancient boots found in a 4th-century tomb. The boots were made of leather and were once worn by a member of the royal family. The restoration process was filled with challenges, as the materials were delicate and fragile. The conservators had to use a combination of traditional and modern techniques to bring the boots back to their original state.

The team's work is not only important for preserving China's cultural heritage, but also for educating the public about the importance of cultural protection. They often hold workshops and seminars to share their knowledge and inspire others to get involved in cultural conservation.

In addition to their work on cultural relics, the team also engages in research and development to improve their techniques and stay at the forefront of the field. They are always looking for new ways to bring ancient artifacts back to life, using the latest technology and materials to ensure that they can be preserved for future generations.
Country, and western China

Pioneering American fiddler is looking forward to building new musical bridges between his native Oklahoma and its sister province of Gan Su, Zhao Huanxian reports in Washington.

Oklahoma fiddling maestro Kyle Dillingham has always taken pride in being an Oklahoma musician who brought bluegrass music to China. Today the renowned Chinese Gan Su province provides, a meeting point of the East and West for centuries.

What meant most was that, after centuries of cultural exchange, there are still things to share and learn in a part of the world where his fiddle has made strong connections with Chinese audiences as it does in the United States.

It happened on a trip in 2017, when Dillingham brought his Bluegrass Road Band to represent Oklahoma and the United States at the second Silk Road International Cultural Expo in Xi’an, China, with additional concerts in Guangzhou, another one of the major capitals of neighboring Shaanxi province.

Dillingham is home to the internationally renowned Gan Su, a unique cultural tradition and integral part of Chinese culture, while the Gan Su province has a strong influence on Shaanxi province.

The first fiddle was spread from India to China in the 7th century, and the fiddle continued to spread across the region for nearly a thousand years.

Dillingham is a self-taught musician who learned to play the fiddle at an early age, but his interest in Bluegrass music was sparked by listening to music from his Great-Grandmother.

In the late 1970s, when Dillingham was just 14 years old, he heard a recording of the Bluegrass Festival and was immediately drawn to the music.

He began playing the fiddle in the family's living room, and soon his talent was recognized by local musicians who encouraged him to pursue his passion.

Dillingham continued to develop his skills, and in 1988 he formed the Bluegrass Road Band, which has performed at numerous festivals and venues around the world.

The band's music is a unique blend of traditional Bluegrass and contemporary music, with a focus on the culture and traditions of Oklahoma and the United States.

Dillingham's passion for Bluegrass music has led him to explore the rich cultural history of the region, and he has been inspired by the stories and traditions of the people he has met along the way.

This year, Dillingham and the Bluegrass Road Band are in the process of recording a new album, which will feature original compositions and traditional Bluegrass music.

The band is scheduled to perform at a series of venues across the country, including the Bluegrass Festival in Oklahoma City, which is one of the largest and most prestigious Bluegrass festivals in the world.

Dillingham is looking forward to continuing his musical journey and sharing his passion for Bluegrass music with audiences around the world.
In the article, China Daily provides an overview of the recent developments in the US-China relations. The article highlights the tensions between the two countries, particularly regarding technology and trade disputes. It also mentions the potential for a normalization of relations, with a focus on the recent visit of US Secretary of State Blinken to China. The article concludes with a discussion on the importance of maintaining a strong China-US relationship for global stability and security.
Win-win plans bind China, Central Asia

**Time to treat illness in global health governance**

The China-Central Asia Summit in Xian, Shaanxi province, earlier this month laid a solid foundation for long-term, comprehensive and mutually beneficial Central Asia cooperation among Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan. This summit also constituted a comprehensive plan for collaboration, from bilateral relations to expanding trade, from prioritizing the wellbeing of the people to safeguarding the interests of the region and the world.

At the summit, Xi Jinping emphasized that “China should enhance its cooperation with Central Asia to promote economic growth, drive the development of the region, and promote the stability and prosperity of the Central Asian states.”

Also, President Xi Jinping emphasized that “We will jointly build a modern, open, inclusive, shared and win-win Central Asia, and make the region a model of inclusive economic growth.”

China and Central Asia have a long history of cooperation and have forged a solid friendship. In the past five years, China and Central Asia have cultivated a new momentum of development and a new stage of high-quality cooperation. A new era of high-quality development of China-Central Asia cooperation is now underway.

China has become the largest trading partner of most Central Asian countries, and the total volume of bilateral trade in 2022 reached $190 billion, with $74 billion from China and $116 billion from Central Asia, and the Chinese-Central Asian trade volume in the first half of 2023 exceeded $110 billion, up by 36.3% year-on-year, indicating that bilateral trade will reach another historic high this year.

President Xi Jinping has called on the Central Asian countries to increase energy trade, deepen cooperation in the energy sector, especially green energy projects.

However, there are still challenges and risks that need to be addressed.

**Time to treat illness in global health governance**

In the current global pandemic, the international community has shown unprecedented cooperation and coordination in responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. The World Health Organization (WHO) has played a critical role in coordinating global health efforts.

WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus recently said, “The world must treat this serious pandemic as the crisis it is.”

Tedros also emphasized the need to strengthen global health governance and improve international cooperation, especially in the areas of financing and research and development.

The WHO has been working with its member states to develop a comprehensive strategy to address the current pandemic and prepare for future pandemics.

However, there are still challenges that need to be addressed, such as funding, the distribution of vaccines, and the need for strengthened surveillance and response systems.

This year’s WHA will be held in person for the first time in three years, despite the ongoing pandemic. This is an important opportunity to make progress on global health issues and build momentum for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

The WHA has been the main platform for international health discussions and decision-making. It is where countries come together to share experiences, discuss challenges, and agree on global health priorities.

In 2019, the WHA approved a resolution on health and climate change, which highlighted the interlinkage between the two issues and called for strengthened cooperation.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the need for stronger international cooperation and enhanced global health governance.

The WHA will also address other critical issues, such as health security, non-communicable diseases, and health systems strengthening.

China, as a member of the WHO, has been actively participating in the WHO decision-making processes and has been advocating for a fair and equitable global health governance system.

China has been an active participant in the WHA, and the Chinese delegation has been at the forefront of discussions on global health issues.

China has also been a leading contributor to the fight against COVID-19, supplying vaccines and medical supplies to numerous countries.

China, under the leadership of President Xi Jinping, has been advocating for a global health governance system that is more equitable, effective, and resilient.

China has been working with the WHO and other international organizations to strengthen global health governance, and has been advising on various global health issues, including the response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

China has also been a strong advocate for the WHA to adopt a resolution on health and welfare in Xinjiang, highlighting the importance of protecting the rights and freedoms of all people.

The WHA is an important platform for discussing global health issues and making decisions that will impact the health of billions of people around the world.

The WHA is an opportunity for China to demonstrate its commitment to global health governance and its willingness to work with the international community to address global health challenges.

China is committed to contributing to a fair, equitable, and effective global health governance system, and will continue to play a constructive role in the WHA and global health governance.
Sincert was launched in 2013, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) has been a key platform for China to promote cooperation with Africa, fostering the economic and social development of both regions. The BRI aims to enhance connectivity, trade, and investment between China and Africa, supporting the development of Africa’s infrastructure, trade, and economic growth. By 2020, China had invested over $130 billion in Africa, with its trade volume reaching $200 billion. The BRI has contributed significantly to Africa’s economic development, generating numerous job opportunities and driving the continent’s industrialization process. In 2021, the Belt and Road Initiative became the focus of the 7th China-Africa Summit, highlighting its importance in fostering comprehensive cooperation between China and Africa.

The Belt and Road Initiative has facilitated numerous projects in Africa, such as the construction of ports, roads, and railways, as well as the development of energy and mining sectors. These projects have not only improved Africa’s infrastructure but also enhanced the continent’s access to global markets. The BRI has also played a crucial role in addressing Africa’s debt burden, with China committing to rescheduling or canceling the debt of some African countries.

The Belt and Road Initiative’s achievements in Africa have been recognized by the United Nations and other international organizations. However, challenges remain, such as the need for sustainable and environmentally friendly projects. The BRI must continue to prioritize the needs of local communities and ensure that its projects contribute to the long-term development and well-being of African nations. By doing so, the Belt and Road Initiative can continue to play a vital role in facilitating cooperation and development in Africa, creating a brighter future for both China and Africa.
Economies to benefit from energy ties

Low-carbon investments involving BRI exceed those of traditional fuels

By LEI YUJUN
Jingzhou, Hubei (China Daily)

Ties among economies involved in the BRI and R&D Initiative will be strengthened by closer energy cooperation — especially clean energy cooperation — which could boost the country's new energy development results that have benefited all regions over the years, officials and experts said on Wednesday.

One key component of the BRI-tied energy cooperation is the production and exporting of clean energy, particularly renewable energy. Such cooperation has become even more important as the international climate agenda gains momentum.

"Our cooperation is green energy development that can venture and go out with over 100 countries and regions to jointly develop clean energy investments involving the country's new energy development," Ren said.

Clean energy cooperation will continue to strengthen clean energy development, as clean energy cooperation mechanisms and the production and consumption of clean energy will also provide sufficient cooperation.

The two sides will jointly develop clean energy in areas such as hydrogen and power storage.

The remarks were made during the opening ceremony for the "BRI "-Innovating countries and regions -- Clean Energy Cooperation" event on Wednesday.

"BRI"-Innovating countries and regions cooperation is a new form of energy cooperation in the fields of clean energy technology and standards in the past few years.

Liu said that the demand for primary energy related to BRI "-Innovating countries and regions" has increased over 35 million metric tons of coal in recent years, and clean energy cooperation and joint development the world's energy cooperation and joint development the world.

On a rare occasion, he added, "the development of renewable energy cooperation is an important part of the economic cooperation between China and other countries."
Freebies gain popularity among consumers as marketers hit sweet spot

By ZHENG YIBAN
zhengyib@asbdky.com.cn

Consumers are going all out to get freebies, a marketing tactic that is generating new business growth points for brands and raising consumption levels and a booming tourism sector.

During this year’s May Day holiday, a freebie of a coffee given by Chinese aircraft major HNA may have been in high demand.

HNA launched city-themed freebie campaigns, linking hands with its 135 locations, such as Changsha and Xining in Gansu province, Lanzhou in Gansu province, and Harbin in Heilongjiang province. When HNA handed out the magazine at some scenic spots and in other areas, containers land up and the magnets were all taken long time.

The freebies — in the form of a fridge magnet, help promote tourism and attract consumers to the scenic spots.

A fridge magnet claims stationary, daily calendar-like, profiles of local scenic spots where consumers can see the featured scenic spots.

Another example is the “HNA city-themed fridge magnet” on Ctrip, launched in Xiamen, Sanya, Wuhan, and Chongqing.

Some users shared that they had received the fridge magnet and used it on social media, while others became willing to spend 10 Yuan ($1.43) to buy the fridge magnet at the restricted outlet.

It is a win-win situation for the company.

Last year, KFC launched the “KFC city-themed fridge magnet” on its official WeChat account, which had received more than 100 million views.

The popularity of freebies continues to attract the attention of the tourism sector and the marketing service industry.

“HNA distributed a large number of magnets for a city-themed fridge magnet at scenic spots. After the product went on sale, the number of visitors Toast said, but no model like that can ever be a hands-on magnet for local scenic spots. The number of tourists at scenic spots constantly increases, and the number of visitors is also obviously on the rise.

In addition, it is important to build a brand image, scientifically bringing new products. In this way, consumers will have more faith in the quality and originality of the freebie, helping the brands accumulate more trust,” the source added.

To promote the seamless conversion of online and offline businesses, you have to find a balance between them. The number of users should pay attention to the category and target group while designing freebies, instead of populism and cosmetic. In addition, consumers should be able to continuously provide monetary and material returns so as to have the potential to form a brand.

The government should enhance supervision to prevent the occurrence of fake products and vicious competitions,” he said.

Listed companies win more projects in robust investment pipeline

The launch of the high-speed rail project in Guangzhou province, two high-speed railway projects in Guangdong province, and Xiangdong, the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong area, are crucial steps in the national railway planning, which indicates that China is accelerating the expansion of its railway network.

The construction of the high-speed rail project in Guangzhou province, two high-speed railway projects in Guangdong province, and Xiangdong, the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong area, are crucial steps in the national railway planning, which indicates that China is accelerating the expansion of its railway network.

The high-speed rail project in Guangzhou province, two high-speed railway projects, are crucial steps in the national railway planning, which indicates that China is accelerating the expansion of its railway network.

The launch of the high-speed rail project in Guangzhou province, two high-speed railway projects in Guangdong province, and Xiangdong, the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong area, are crucial steps in the national railway planning, which indicates that China is accelerating the expansion of its railway network.

The construction of the high-speed rail project in Guangzhou province, two high-speed railway projects in Guangdong province, and Xiangdong, the Guangzhou-Shenzhen-Hong Kong area, are crucial steps in the national railway planning, which indicates that China is accelerating the expansion of its railway network.
BUSINESS FOCUS

Green bond with CECEs a big opportunity

Potential exists for cooperation in China with public goods benefits such as waste disposal, transport, and other services.

Ningbo — For 48-year-old Bulgarian entrepreneur Despov Dzhelev Dzhelevski, the picturesque eastern Chinese city of Ningbo, Zhejiang province, where he has just set up a new company, means much more than the starting point of a new business. This city, famous for its deep-water port and proximity to the environment. The market potential for the world's most biodiverse city in Europe, it has made his green business possible. “Green development is the future, and I like to do something that will be environmentally friendly,” he said. In addition to the city’s economic development, such a business is worthy of exploration, he added. This is a sector which Bulgaria has been performing very successfully for many years. “As long as you have a good idea, you can do a lot of business here,” he said. The city’s development is based on its rich natural resources and environment. The idea is to use these resources in a sustainable way. “I believe in��色 development, and I believe it’s the future,” he said. Dzhelev recently launched the company, which is called “Surplus Solutions.”

European exhibitors embrace nation's changing consumption trends

As the world's second-largest consumer market, China holds irresistible appeal to global businesses. I hope to use the expo platform to introduce more green products to Chinese consumers.

As the world's second-largest consumer market, China holds irresistible appeal to global businesses. I hope to use the expo platform to introduce more green products to Chinese consumers.

The exhibition booth of Bulgaria during the third China-CEECs and Eastern European Countries Expo & International Consumer Goods Fair in Ningbo, Zhejiang province, on May 4, 2023. (Photo by Wang Kezuo/China News Service)